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Question 

What is the community services doing for the people off reserve as well as on reserve, do you help elders for Taxi fares, partial rent or for their special health need requirements, are you 
working towards a change, so the balance is equal for on and off reserve members? 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for the question. Seniors 65+are provided $300 every month whether they live on reserve or off reserve.   Also; housing provided 25/75 for home renovation and 
$25,000.00 for Home incentive program for all member on/off reserve.  
What is the plans for Russel’s debt prior to the elections? According to the Election Code one must be debt free prior to running for MCFN office.  
 
ANSWER:  Thank you for your question.   All candidates that ran in the election were valid candidates and all complied with the rules under the Election Code.  The Electoral Officer is 
an independent person who verifies the eligibility of a candidate.  

Is there plans to have trainees to work with the CEO and Cornel’s position to hire and train our own MCFN members to  take over one day? 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for your question. Mikisew Cree First Nation has a Human Resource Policy that directs how a position is staffed.  When positions are vacant, they are posted in 
order to allow all qualified applicants to apply.  The MCFN is obligated to follow all Labour Standards as outlived under the Canada Labour Code and the rules under the Human Rights 
Act.  MCFN cannot discriminate on any of the protected grounds.  Grounds of protection include race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, age, sex, sexual orientation, marital 
status, family status, disability, and a conviction for which a pardon has been granted or a record suspended.   As First Nat ion people we have a long history and knowledge of 
discrimination and understand how detrimental discriminatory behavior is.  We always ensure that we do not discriminate and hire the most qualified candidate for the position.   

Regarding Health, I believe that MCFN should have MCFN people that get a few dollars to escort ppl to their medical appointments, i know some Elders that have a difficult time finding 
Escorts. Yes they say family should step up but not all Elders have family that can escort them. 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for the question.  It is helpful when family members escort on health matters, especially due to confidentiality reasons.  It is also helpful for the client who is 
travelling as family usually has direct knowledge of the health issues and conditions that the client is dealing with.   We will be in discussion with Nunee Health Authority on this matter 
and we thank you for the suggestion.   
will kids who are taken from a mikisew parent in Edmonton be sent to fort chip? first to a relation? or  to a group home or a  un -related foster family? 
 
Answer: Thank you for your question.  CFS will review all files and placements to see if connections and consultation was done with MCFN. The Family find worker and Band Designate 
will seek appropriate family members first if they are available.  We will work to recruit families under our programming.  We are also reviewing our community placements to ensure 
that family or extended family and/or community homes can be done safety and appropriate (case by case).  
 
We will also see if family reunification can be done with parents and with supports until such time that the family unit stabilizes. The Child Family Enhancement Act allows these 
measures to be taken by family when their lifestyle has changed with child protection being paramount.  
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We will post for MCFN families that are interested in foster or becoming Kinship homes. There will be training done to support any interested parties. This will be a methodical plan 
with intention to move all MCFN children under the umbrella and decision making with MCFN CFS.  
Because  Child and Family Services is non political I believe that NO - Chief and Council should be sitting on the Board, yes I believe to have MCFN members on board is great. 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for the question.  The Child and Family Services Board is an independent board that is comprised of members as well as portfolio holders from Council.  This is to 
ensure that the funds that are provided and the programs that will be developed are compliant with the Contribution Agreements that are sent to Mikisew Cree First Nation via 
Indigenous Service Canada as the Nation is accountable and responsible for the funding.  The Councillor’s will also ensure that the programs and services are in line with the vision, 
mission and mandate of the Nation and that the spirit and intent of our Inherent Rights and children are protected.   This is no different from CFS services that are offered through 
Tribal Councils where the Board (usually comprised of Chief’s) oversees the services offered.   
No programs presently happening at Paspew? However yes programs definitely need to happen which will help our families. 
 
ANSWER:  Thank you for your concern, Pam Gibot is new to Paspew House Coordinator and looks forward to exploring ways to improve the shelters services to the community.  
Gatherings have been quite difficult to have due to the Covid restrictions.  We have been working on a number of initiatives.  They are: 
 
In September we co-hosted a Suicide prevention initiative where we held an awareness walk, a sharing circle, and distributed resources.   
 
In October we also had an event where we distributed resources and mental health awareness decals to the community. At this time, we also had refreshments for those who came 
by.   
 
Both events were successful in what we set out to do and that was to get the resources out to the community members. A lot of  times, people are unsure of where to turn and having 
those contacts/resources can make a huge difference.   
 
We are currently working on Domestic Violence Prevention initiatives. The planned activities include the following: 
 

• Purple Thursday, where we ask the community to wear their purple in support of Domestic Violence awareness.  

• A candlelight vigil in honor of those who have experienced Domestic Violence. 

• Sharing circles for both men and women. 

• Youth sewing group. A local instructor will work with those interested in making their own fur hat. 

• Paint night for the different age groups. 

• The lengthier programs to come are Parenting programs, working through grief, life skills.   

• All programming is dependent on Covid restrictions and will adhere to the regulations set out by AHS.  

• We have a lot of plans in place for our community members local to Fort Chip and will do our best to also include those out of town as well, when we can.  
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• We will be attempting to work more closely with our Child and Family Service staff in order to provide programming that will meet the families' needs and the mandate of 
Paspew House.  

When will a meeting for Elders in Fort Chip be organized? I believe out of respect this should happen ASAP. 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for your question.  We are currently in unprecedented times, due to the pandemic that exists.  Our priorit y is to ensure the health and safety of all of our 
members, particularly the seniors.  Since the beginning of the pandemic, there have been 135 deaths with 85% of those being unvaccinated.  Our vaccination rates continue to be low, 
which is troubling and causing us to look for new ways to reach membership.  The majority of First Nations across the country are utilizing virtual meeting space in order to provide 
information to their membership.  Once members are fully vaccinated, and the pandemic subsides, we will look to meet in person once again.   

Election code- was there not a AGM poster posted? As not all members have Facebook. 
 
Thank you for your question.  The Mikisew Cree First Nation staff did send out a notification 22 days prior to the Annual General Meeting and did ensure that there was a poster placed 
around the community.  We cannot control those that remove posters.  In the future, we will ensure that that we are checking on the status of the posters hung in and around town 
and replacing them if they become defaced or removed.    
Will there be an information session on strictly Membership? I believe that this will be valuable to membership. I can’t remember ever having one. 
 
Thank you for your suggestion.  We will seriously consider running a membership information session, particularly due to the changing legislation and regulations that impact us from 
Indigenous Service Canada (ISC).  We are considering doing this through a virtual setting until we are able to meet in person.     

I'd like to see the band purchase recreational land south of Fort McMurray. This land could be used for hunting, fishing and gardening. If we open up the land to tourist members could 
gain employment by acting as guides, cooks and cultural educators. I have asked this question before but did not receive any feedback on it. 
 
Thank you for your suggestion.  Mikisew Cree First Nation Chief and Council will consider your suggestion for future budget and programming.  Each year the budget is presented to 
members who approve the budget.  Neither Council or staff can operate outside of the approved budget and therefore, this suggestion will have to be considered for future years.    
 
This suggestion is a great one which will be considered for the future, particularly since hunting, fishing and trapping are at the heart of Treaty and Inherent rights.  Many are hunting 
more frequently in the south.  This is an important suggestion that will be considered for future budgets.     

Is there still an elders senate? If Yes, who are they ? If No, would you consider having an elder in the senate from different communities ? If there is no elders senate let the people know 
why ? 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for the question. The Chief and Council are currently reviewing a MOU for the Elders Senate and amendments to the Election Code.  We will be sending 
information to members in the near future.    
Questions generally come out if information presented.  
Recommendation:  Can the subsequent VC AGM be so that members can ask questions in real time. 
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ANSWER: Thank you as we will consider that option for subsequent meetings  

Alot of movement is happening on the business side of Mikisew but as a member it makes no difference to me, in my everyday I would not hear anything about the group of companies or 
Tekk or BACHA if I did not go looking for it  
 How can I feel  apart of the success that is being gained for the Group of Companies  ECT. as they do business with the Indian Rights,  i feel most of us are not allowed the same priviledge 
and knowledge,  even though everyone born on Treaty8 land should be treated equally.   They seem associated with us very closely and speaking of the business like we are in it together  
... can there be more explanation in a way that i can understand the moves that are being made by the executives in business, if this is related to me as s ignificantly as it seems to be, 
please. thank you 
 
Thank you for your question.  Business updates and information are generally shared on the Mikisew Group of Companies website and social media accounts such as Facebook and 
Linkedin.  Each post is further shared with MCFN for distribution.  Beyond that the group sends a copy of their annual publication to each household and also shares updates at our 
AGM.  

How many Mikisew members are in managers position?  
 Any members being job shadowing as management ? 
 
There are 6 members in management positions in the Group of Companies, 2 of which are in senior director roles.  In addition, the Group does mentor Foremen and General Foremen 
through our succession planning process into further management roles where appropriate.  Outside of management positions, ma ny of our office support staff are Mikisew members 
– HR, Admin, Finance 
  
Is there a mentoring program for Mikisew members to encourage them to pursue training opportunities so they can get into the CEO group of companies and be in the executive positions. 
 
Thanks for your question. The Mikisew Group does formally mentor through our succession planning process, qualified, experienced members into management positions where 
appropriate.    
Is there any programs to help members off reserves, such as schools, should there be more programs implemented like life skills or other job trainings? Do you have any plans for that in 
the near future? 
 
ANSWER: Thank you very much for the questions. MCFN does have a post-secondary education coordinator.  Vivian Antoine assists MCFN students and applicants both on and off 
reserve with tuition payment and living allowance, as per policy.  
 
Irene Whitehead manages the Employment and Training program that is in place to assist members who are interested in trades, and who also assist with resume writing.   
  
Mikisew Technical Services department also provides apprentice opportunities to members as well.   
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MCFN has recently created a Career Services position responsible for implementing Impact Benefits Agreements as well as providing career training for MCFN members. This position 
works closely with post-secondary students map out career path goals of choice for MCFN members.  

Train and hire our own members at the Long Term Care facility not hire ppl that from Ft Smith . There is a MCFN member that is only called at the home when one of the full time worker is 
MIA . Hire our own members first is what I believe should happen. 
 
ANSWER: Thank you very much for the question. MCFN is a competitive employer and always looking out for talent, especially those that are resident in Fort Chipewyan.  Mikisew Cree 
First Nation is obligated to follow the Canadian Human Rights Code and as such, we do not discriminate our hiring practices.  We can however, work toward the amelioration of 
indigenous people.    In other words, we seek to hire qualified people of indigenous ancestry, but they must self-identify.   
 
MCFN was working collectively with Keyano to put on the course for HCA’s unfortunately there was no interest from the community, and this initiative fell through.  

Questions generally come out if information presented.  
Recommendation:  Can the subsequent VC AGM be so that members can ask questions in real time. 
 
Thank you for your recommendation.  If we continue with virtual meetings, we will attempt to secure a system that can provide real time questions and answers.   

Why does it appear that Mikisew has so much staff turnover - what is the root issues as to why?   
Also, why the quick departure of Roy Tutschek, seemed he was here one day and gone the next? 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for your question.  We are not able to discuss specific Human Resource matters.    

Do the students who graduate have the same Grade 12 level as those who are in High Schools outside of Fort Chip. 
 
 ANSWER:  Thank you for the question, unlike Northlands School Division who had for the most part, been providing certificates of achievement rather than diplomas, the Fort 
Chipewyan Community High School works to ensure that students are graduating with an Alberta High School Diploma.   
 
MCFN is looking to either do a Community Lead School jointly with  ACFN and Metis or a on Reserve school MCFN Lead, we are currently developing a Survey for the membership to 
complete that will guide the council in which direction to take. 

Will MCFN ever acknowledge and recognize our MCFN who have achieved there Education? For years MCFN have stated Education is important well maybe it’s time you host an Event 
recognizing our membership as the true Role Models. 
 
ANSWER: MCFN as Nation does have a financial recognition for members who achieve education excellence.  We provide a financial reward to those that complete their educational 
journey.  
 
This is a very good question, this did occur one year I it was very good for the community to acknowledge their members, we can look into this again. Thank you for the suggestion.    
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Will you support full time workers that take school online and need funding?  I understand that there are a minimum number of courses required to be taken at a time to receive funding 
but as full-time workers it's hard to commit to more than 1 course at a time. 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for the question, MCFN does provide a living allowance to those that are enrolled in full time courses as per policy.   
 
In order to qualify for a living allowance a student must be registered as a full-time student taking 3 or more courses per semester. We can assist with tuition and books for the 
semester once your application for assistance is approved.   
 
We also are acknowledging that due to COVID and school begin closed we are assisting student for on line courses.   
About a year ago a group of park representatives held a meeting in chip regarding the water level depletion in Clair and Athabasca lakes, the trappers recognize that the muskrat 
population was diminishing.  Can you tell me where are we with that issue ?  is our environment holders working with other First Nations to stop the site C, Dam from being developed? 
 
 
Response: The GIR is actively working with Parks Canada on the WBNP UNESCO Action Plan. One of the goals of the action plan is to work on restoring water levels in the Peace 
Athabasca Delta. This goal can possible be achieved by installing controlled structures (more weirs) and potential water releases from BC Hydro for the Peace River. We are also going 
to be working with the AB Government on the review and update of the Lower Athabasca Regional Plan, this plan includes a framework for managing water levels in the Athabasca 
River.  We also work with Parks Canada on Muskrat Surveys to monitor the population. We acknowledge that working on restoring water levels in the PAD will help bring back the 
muskrat.  
 
The Site C project has been approved and is now under construction. We will be working with BC Hydro to share information to monitor the potential downstream impacts so that we 
can mitigate any impacts to the PAD.   
What about the Band Members cabins that burnt in Wood Buffalo National Park a few years back are they going to be considered for compensation 
 
Response: We can take this question back to Parks Canada but it is highly unlikely that they will agree to compensation of loss of cabins due to wild fires or flooding. We do plan to 
work with Parks Canada on improving Park Management, this includes Fire Management within the park.   
I heard that tailing ponds at Suncore/Syncrude sites were "full", is this true and are First Nations in consultation as to next steps to address this issue? 
 
Response: It is true that the tailings ponds are increasing in volume, this is one of the reasons why industry including Suncor and Syncrude are looking to the regulators (AB and 
Canada) to create a regulatory guideline on how to regulate the possibly of treating the tailings to allow them to release it into the Athabasca River. We are also exploring alternatives 
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to treatment such as the removal of tailings from the region (for example by pipeline). The GIR is working on consultation with the federal government on the development of their 
federal regulatory guideline and with industry on their current tailings management practices. We currently do not support any release of treated tailings into the environment unless 
it meets the criteria as defined by our nation. We also do not support creating more tailings ponds on the landscape as a means to dealing with the increasing volume.  
Our treaty rights .and hunting rights in the Park. What is happening? 
 
Response: Our Treaty rights to hunt remain in WBNP. The only exception is species that may fall under the Species At Risk Act  such as Bison or Whopping Crane and possibly a few 
others.  We continue to discuss further protections of our rights within the park with the federal government.   

Does the tech help people off reserve get repairs for their homes ? If  Not,  why ? If Yes,  is there any info on it ? 
Thank you for the question. Repairs of our properties are for homes that are owned by the Miksiew Cree First Nation.  We do have a 25/75 program for those off reserve.  Applications can 
be obtained from Juanita Whitehead by emailing property@mikisewcree.ca  
Is Russell’s invoice of 189 thousand owing, going to be addressed? 
 
Thank you for the question.  Any member that has a valid and outstanding account with the MCFN gets invoiced and payments made.  

1 - Why is Bonnie Fraser getting a new trailer on the Mikisew land when all those other people that lives in dog head share the same foundation as her but yet her home was renovated 
multiple times now she gets a brand-new trailer how can we continue allowing this to happen where is the equality  
2- Why is the property management harassing dollar home owners and why did the property manager Stack her on housing committee why didn’t chief & counsel select that committee 
3 - why can tec do drug and alcohol testing before you get hired 
 

1. Thank you very much for the question. No MCFN member is treated differently from another. All cases are treated on merit. 
2. The Housing Committee members are selected by the Housing Committee. 

3. MCFN has zero tolerance for drug and alcohol. This is not specific to one department. Whenever, any employee is suspected to be under the influence, such employee is tested 
and made to go through internal disciplinary policy which could be up to termination of employment.      

For those people who chose to take less money from the Cow and Plough treaty, i.e. one lump sum, what happened to the extra money they did not receive? 
 
Thank you for the question.  
 
The final settlement for the CnP was $135,972,938 million dollars, which equaled ($39,983 per living member).  The lawyer was paid $8 million in legal fees, which brought to the total 
to $127,972,938 million.  Interest from a loan had to be paid.  Funds were borrowed in order to make the first payment before the Winter Road closed and the funds had not been 
transferred to MCFN yet.  The funds that are left in the Trust generate additional income overtime.  That is why a $10,000 payment over 5 years can exist, as the funds continue to 
generate interest.  For those that took the lump sum, the funds were removed in the first year and had no opportunity to earn interest.  In order to have received the additional 
money, you would have had to leave your $25,000 in the trust in order for it to grow.     

mailto:property@mikisewcree.ca
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Who is hired on to insure that MCFN is on top of  all Treaty issues. 
 
Response:  Thank you for your question.  Treaty and Inherent Rights are the main priority of the Mikisew Cree Chief and Council.  The Chief has the Rights portfolio and receives 
support from the Council, the CEO and the GIR.  Administratively, the CEO oversees this area with the support of the Government and Industry Relations department, Treaty 8 and our 
legal team.  Chief Powder sits on a number of tables at the Treaty 8 level to ensure that rights are protected. 

MCFN charging their own member with legal fees, honestly I think this is so sad of our leaders. Our Leaders should be lifting, supporting, encouraging not downgrading our own member. 
ANSWER: Thank you for the question. MCFN does not charge members legal fees. It was the decision of the court to award costs.  Courts often order costs against the unsuccessful 
party.  This is so that individuals do not abuse the system.   

You’ve been in power for 15 months now, where are we with our election codes, can you tell me how much the band is paying consultant on fees, shouldn’t the people on the board or 
council have a requirement of a grade twelve education? 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for the question. The election code update is at 90% completion of review and yes, it captures requirements to be elected an official into the Nation leadership.    

Has the audit been completed??? If the audit been completed, is it being presented??  
Are all the councilors there today? 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for the question. Yes, audits were completed prior to the meeting and had been presented independently by the auditors at the meeting. 

Okay why are we looking for funding when we are partnered with so many companies, don’t they produced produce profit. I think the profit should help benefit our people and mikisew 
projects instead of looking for funding elsewhere 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for the question. Yes, we do have partnerships through the group of companies. As you may be aware, MGOC is an independent corporation, and the Nation is 
encouraging MGOC to expand to the fullest and income from the MGOC are also kept in trust or used to purchase equity.  

Who is on the Child and Family committee:   
 
ANSWER: The Committee is made up of MCFN Members.   
Conflict - Council member Sherri should not be overseeing the Seniors Program. 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for the question. Councillor Sherri Mackenzie is only one of the portfolio holders that sit on that portfolio.  All portfolio holders are well aware of the rules 
surrounding conflict of interest and so remove themselves when one may arise.   

For members that reside outside of Fort Chipewyan that may be looking for funding for schooling and or have a question with m embership. There seems to be a definite lack of 
communication in this area. just to send an acknowledgement to members that their information was received or a simple phone call. 
 
ANSWER: Thank you very much.  MCFN staff take pride in serving the membership and does everything possible within the policy guidelines.  
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Mikisew Cree First Nation has a number of students and funding requests every semester and only 1 employee handling all Education funding.  We consistently look for ways to 
streamline and improve our process and we thank you for the feedback.   

When will Mikisew start accepting new members? 
 
Thank you for the question, MIkisew Cree First Nation will be reviewing and updating the Membership Code as a number of court  cases have been decided that will have an impact on 
the Membership.  We are in contact with Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) to understand how ISC intends on assisting with transfer payments to those individauls.   
What program are there for members with chronic illness. 
 
ANSWER: The health, social enhancement, and elders program department is available to discuss any specific question related to health .  Please contact Lori Brebant directly at 
health.director@mikisewcree.ca to discuss.   

Pls help support build cabins for Elders , Ronnie! Plus you didn’t complete your session on the AGM. 
Thank you for the question. Councillor Ronnie Campbell did complete his presentation and yes, we are planning on putting this into the new budget year for new cabins packages.  

Feel controlled , reminds me the Residential School  at this AGM , plus it is not an AGM meeting it is an information introduction session. Slide show? 
 
Sorry you feel that way.  The decision to hold an online meeting was in line with Covid restrictions and intended to protect the safety of the community.  We see how Covid has spread 
quickly throughout the community.  We all hope that we can meet in person again soon.   

This is just an info meeting. We need an agm before year end. Russell didn’t finish his slideshow presentation; Sherri didn’t finish her slideshow presentation. Ronnie just d idn’t finish his 
slideshow presentation. 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for the observation. Kindly note that all speakers did finish their presentations before passing to the next speaker.  
Is the Band currently doing any work on Treaty rights? Treaty rights seem to be on the back burner since the Band is pursuing economic ventures. The erosion of our Treaty rights should 
be discussed by the Chief and Council. 
 
The CEO is highly experienced with Treaty matters who is working closely with the Chief and Council, as well as our legal team to ensure that the inherent and treaty rights of the 
nation are protected.  The GIR also has immense knowledge of Treaty Rights and ensures that impacts are reviewed where there are environmental issues, caused by industrial 
development that may adversely impact those rights.  The Chief is also working with other nations at the Treaty 8 table to collectively address any issues that may have a detrimental 
impact on the rights and of the Nation.     
Is there a Senate of Elders?.  
 

mailto:health.director@mikisewcree.ca
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ANSWER: The Elders Senate will be set up soon.  We are in the process of reviewing the court decision regarding the Election Code to have a Terms of Reference where the court will 
take the decision of the elders seriously.  

Is Roy Vermillion still the Advisor to C & C ? 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for the question.  Yes, Roy Vermillion continues to provide advisory services to the Chief and Council.   

We want bank statements from the bank not spreadsheets with numbers that we dont even understand. As stakeholders, we have the right to see bank statements before the new year. 
 
ANSWER: The MCFN financials have been audited by a qualified firm and can be assessed by MCFN members upon request.   

We have concerns about how HR has dealt with issues regarding jobs. Loss of jobs and people leaving their positions because of someone s allegations. Letters were submitted with 
statements from other workers . I believe that these cases were not dealt with properly. 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for the questions and comments.  Human Resource matters are confidential and cannot be discussed in open forums.  All complaints and issues have been dealt 
with in a fair and equitable manner, following the principles of natural justice, MCFN codes and federal labour laws.   

The best program so far has been the on land program this past summer, will there be more happening? It for sure has helped the women. Pls Lydia keep this going. 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for your comment.  The on the land, healing camp is so important as First Nation people to undertake their healing journey.  We welcome any comments on how 
to improve the camp going forward.     
Out of curiosity, from the settlement payout as to where members were given two options take $25000.00 in a one lump sum or $10000.00 over a five-year period . My question is, is 
there any documentation from the ruling judge that this is what was supposed to be done or was that an Archie Waquan decision? If so I believe the members that took the $25000.00 
should be entitled to the same amount as the members who took the  $10000.00. Are these people who took  the $25000.00 going to be  given  what  is rightfully  theirs? It's only  fair. 
 
ANSER: Thank you for the comment.  With respect to the Agricultural Benefit payout, it was a negotiated agreement between the MCFN and Canada.  A judge was not involved in the 
settlement agreement.  The members voted  on and accepted (ratified) the agreement as well as the terms of the trust that indicated the financial payout.   
 
For those that choose the $10,000 over 5 years, the amount was more as the funds were able to sit in Trust and earn interest over time – this allowed the growth to equal $50,000 over 
5 years. Those who took the one-time payout, did not allow the funds to accrue any interest, and therefore, the money was not able to grow. This is why the amounts are different – it 
has to do with the fact that some members left the funds in the trust and allowed the interest to accumulate over time – this is why they received a different amount.       
  

What about the problems with the winter road. Every year the road closes early due to the weather. This is directly impacted by climate change, the ice is unstable and very weak. 
 
ANSWER: Thank you very much. Yes, MCFN in conjunction with ACFN, Metis, and RMWB are looking at it to see what mitigating factors could be put in place to ensure that essential 
goods and services will be delivered to Fort Chipewyan.    
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1- Is a Councillor on leave do they have to pay that northern living allowance back? 
 
ANSWER: Thank you for the comment. Any time a Councillor is on leave, particularly due to medical issues, they continue to receive the same benefits that would have been afforded 
to them while serving on Council.    

Would like to see a photo-copy of all the information regarding this MCFN General Meeting  
 
ANSWER: Thank you very much. The information could be available at the office for viewing upon request as we would not be giving them out individually because it contains sensitive 
information, and we would not want duplication that might lead to misrepresentation or contextual misunderstandings that migh t occur when the information is not read in its 
entirety    

Concerning the Children’s Agriculture Benefit Trust Fund -  
1. May we confirm that the amount in the Royal Bank Trust can pay out all beneficiaries for their full entitlement of their choosing  ? There have been reports that the amount in Trust is 
not enough to pay all beneficiaries equally. If so, how is leadership ensuring the beneficiaries under 18 will be rightly compensated ?  
2. When beneficiaries turn 18, are they paid out on their birthday or must they wait until the following February? If so, was this specified in the Trust Deed agreement? 
 
Thank you very much for your questions. 

1. I can confirm that there is enough money to pay Children’s' Agricultural Benefits for those that were alive and entitled to MCFN membership at the time of the ratification. 
2. Payments are made based on the scheduled time that is listed in the Trust Deed, as the Deed contains the rules that the Trustee must follow.  When a child turns 18, the Trust 

is required to make payment as per their selection at the next distribution date.   

Do you have this meeting recorded on video and if you do, will you post it. 
 
Thank you for the question. The meeting was live for members to join in real time.  it will not be posted due to the confidential information that is not for the general public 
consumption.   

I recorded bits of it here and there, can I share it online? 
Thank you for your question, but we did indicate at the onset of the meeting that we will not allow any distribution or dissemination of the information provided this is to protect and 
keep Mikisew Cree First Nation information confidential and only for membership.   
Thank you for all you're doing chief , council and everyone involved. 
Thank you very much.  

 


